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"dc4 is like top shelf in that dc4 knows that a choir of keyboards should
always be included in the mix". if thats your thing, i suggest starting at
the beginning; but the lovely folk at keygen church are also aware that

the post-hardcore covenant portion of its catalog (particularly the
albums released over the past five years) is chock-full of tracks that

complement perfectly the the mad scientist behind a lot of the political
commentary that this band expresses. the thing about keygen church

and fellow cracked colleague cs is that their worlds are admittedly kind
of similar. being as how we love to play obscure music, especially

when it makes us contemplate important questions like what does a us
against them anthem sound like?, we thought we would combine them

into a nice little experiment/gift-type thing. we set out to make a
naturalistic critique of race relations using the artistic medium of
alternative music. we even elected to have each one of the bands

representatives record a song under the moniker dc4. that way, you
can now listen to keygen church and cs at once! after all, how could

you possibly have an all-issue alternative music album without at least
some of the key people? since we are hard rock / ska artists and not

alt/gothcore types, damore was the one who was asked to do the
interview first. (though we are both huge fans of cracked, so we did

ask her to answer some questions for us, too!)
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